
TEST : LUNAR CLUBMAN SI

One of the most interesting elements is
the thermoplastic inner wall first seen last
year. Its honeycomb construction helps
create a relatively lightweight, strong
bodyshell; while the huge, gloss-finished
aluminium exterior sidewalls certainly
have a pleasing heft to them. So far as
weight saving goes, it’s interesting to note
that the 2015 Clubman SI is 30kg lighter
than the 2011 model.
With its perfectly-fitting doors and

lockers, thick laminate worktop, over-
engineered corner steadies and overall
quality of finish, this is the best-made and
best-presented Lunar I’ve yet encountered.

Rob McCabe finds it’s easy to unwind in this well-constructed island-bed tourer

C
aravan model names come
and go all the time, but some
are blessed with Arsène
Wenger-like longevity. One
such is the famous Lunar

Clubman, a stalwart of the UK
caravanning scene for several decades.
With a host of wide-ranging upgrades 

for 2015, including an eye-catching, 
glossy-cream-themed interior makeover, 
it seems set to keep its place in the Lunar
first team. The island-bed/end-washroom
Clubman SI four-berther is one of the more
popular models, so let’s see how it fares in
its new, glamorous incarnation.

CONSTRUCTION
A large percentage of Lunar Clubmans will
be bought by enthusiasts who intend to go
touring all year round. The good news is
that this latest example of the breed gives
the impression that it’s built to cope
comfortably with such prolonged use for
year after year. The quality of workmanship
inside and out is excellent, and the choice of
materials is first-class, too (apart from the
flimsy black plastic control panel surround
above the door). 

TOWABILITY
At 1,465kg laden to the max, the SI still
needs the services of a vehicle of some
substance to transport it safely and
comfortably. It almost goes without saying
that an upmarket caravan such as this
comes with the twin reassurances of a
built-in hitch stabiliser and Al-Ko’s ATC
electronic traction control system. But,
there – I’ve said it anyway.

USABILITY
Everywhere you go inside the SI, you are
spoiled rotten. Actually, the same goes for
outside, what with the blazing bank of
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Above: island
double offers easy
access to the
bathroom

Right: compact but
comfortable lounge
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“It’s the best-made and best-presented
Lunar I’ve yet encountered” TECHNICAL

RRP £22,299 (+£495 delivery)
Overall length 24ft (7.32m)
Overall width 7ft 8in (2.33m)
Overall height 8ft 9in (2.66m)
Internal length 18ft 11in (5.77m)
Max internal height 6ft 5in (1.96m)
MRO 25.79cwt (1,310kg)
MTPLM 28.84cwt (1,465kg)
User payload 3.05cwt (155kg)
Berths 4
NCC approved Yes
Caravan Club £352.46*
insurance quote
Figures supplied by manufacturer
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*Standard 5Cs new-for-old cover based on four years’ no claims discount (not protected), £100 voluntary
excess, value of £25,000 and £500 contents cover, and including 10% Tracker, 10% alarm and 10% ATC
discounts, plus ULR of £8. Subject to terms and conditions and Insurer’s acceptance of the Risk. The
Caravan Club Ltd is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Call 01342 336610 for
further details and to obtain a quote.

LEDs that lights up the offside wall and the
cool way the gas locker lid eases out and up
on its twin struts to give hands-free access
to the vast chamber within.
Talking of cool, all four grab rail recesses

have subtle, icy-blue courtesy lights that
may sound a bit too bling for some tastes,
but which actually look great after dusk.
In a caravan that will be bought and used

almost exclusively as a two-berth, there’s a
plethora of storage options, ranging from
the voluminous under-bed area (also
accessible from outside) to several big, deep
overhead lockers, front-opening seat bases
in the lounge, a selection of drawers and
cupboards and a sealed wet locker on the
nearside wall that also houses a
weatherproofed mains socket. Lift the
loose-fit carpeting and you’ll see the new,
attractive wood-effect flooring. 
Another new feature for 2015 is the

day/night-mode island bed. To put it into
day mode, you push the bottom end of the
base in slightly then lift up the built-in fold
across the very top of the mattress to move
that back out of the way, too. Yes, it does
give noticeably more space – but there’s

plenty available already.
There are mains sockets, TV connections

and lights wherever you’d expect to find
them (and sometimes where you
wouldn’t). Meanwhile, all the important
controls – for 12V system, water pump and
Alde central heating/hot water – are right
above the door, together with handy little
cubby holes for keys.

LIVING AND SLEEPING
Colour schemes are a personal thing. 
But my take on it is that Lunar has got it
spot-on: flopping back in the lounge with a
mug of coffee, I felt a warm glow of
wellbeing at how nice my surroundings
were. The ambience is decidedly upmarket,
but in a calm, unfussy way. 
Although compact, the lounge is a

belter – comfy and supportive, with great
‘leanability’ in all four corners. Dial in
whatever mood you want, thanks to the
usual brain-frying lighting permutations
that caravan manufacturers seem
completely preoccupied with these days!
You get a longer, skinnier sunroof in place of
the nice, big, square Heki. I’m not >>



convinced by it – it doesn’t offer the same
‘open-top’ benefits of its predecessor. 
If your guests want to stay over, sweet-

running slats ensure that the front double
bed is made up in minutes, and it’s every bit
as accommodating as the sofas.
The deal maker with the Clubman SI is,

of course, the en suite bedroom. The island
bed is great, with a comfortable, supportive
mattress, strategically-sited reading lights
and over-the-shoulder shelves for specs,
mugs, phones and the like. In day mode,
with the top-most portion of the mattress
folded over, you benefit from added lower-
back support that positively encourages you
to take full advantage for a feet-up, rainy-
afternoon session with a good book. 
Or you can see if there are any good films

on – the bedroom is one of three locations

on board that’s set up to accommodate the
telly. Or you can listen to the radio or CD
through the extra pair of speakers that
complement the pair in the lounge.
With a good choice of lighting options, a

wide-opening sunroof, his-and-hers
wardrobes and an illuminated mirror with a
mains socket below it, this is a terrific
bedroom. 

KITCHEN
Offering loads of space, this kitchen is also a
belter. The new laminate work surface is
thumpingly thick and good looking: there’s
plenty of it, too – although you can have
even more by using the extension panel that
folds up into the lounge.
The new, opaque-fronted, cream lockers

are also handsome, especially with their

LED interior lights on. These lamps aren’t
just decorative, either – it’s good to be able
to open a locker and see all the contents
bathed in light. Another LED strip runs
along the underside of the overhead lockers,
so even the hob gets in on the action. 
The hob itself is of the three gas/one

electric configuration, backed up by a
separate grill and oven and built-in
microwave at an accessible height.
As well as those snazzy, illuminated

overhead lockers – one of which is a 
mirror-backed cocktail cabinet – there’s a
cupboard with substantial pull-out racks
and a bespoke cutlery drawer. The truly
enormous cupboard on the dresser directly
opposite is also well-situated. 

WASHROOM
You get a very high-quality, domestic-style
ceramic loo: what with that and the adjacent
heated towel rail/radiator, here’s another
area of the Clubman in which you feel
altogether pampered.
An opaque window, skylight and three

lamps (one in the shower cubicle) ensure
that this smallest room is well-lit, day or
night. The shower is nice and roomy, and the
subtly green-tinged shelves are equally
useful and attractive.
Being right at the back of the caravan

makes this very much an en suite facility for
the bedroom; and the island bed does away
with the need for ungainly clambering over
your partner if you need to use it in the night.

LIGHTING AND ELECTRICS
You have to hand it to caravan
manufacturers for, by and large, really
embracing LED lighting technology. Because
LEDs are highly efficient, versatile and
relatively low-cost, they can be fitted just
about everywhere – and that is pretty much
what Lunar has done.
Similarly, the approach to connectivity is

clearly: ‘Look – there’s a space! Fit a mains
socket!’ The bedroom, nearside dresser and
lounge all have TV viewing stations, with
inputs for aerial lead, 12V lead and satellite
box. A solar panel kit is just about the only
goodie not included as standard, although it
is available as an option.
Heating and hot water is provided by the

Alde programmable system that’s becoming
common in caravans of a certain stature.
And stature is something that the 2015
Lunar Clubman has in abundance.

VERDICT
It’s very hard to fault this caravan in any
meaningful way – it’s a brilliant offering
from Lunar that deserves a place on your
shortlist if you’re in the market for a luxury
en suite-bedroom caravan.
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Kitchen has loads
of work surface
and storage

VEHICLE SUPPLIED FOR TEST BY:

Lunar Caravans,
Sherdley Road,
Lostock Hall,
Preston,
Lancashire
PR5 5JF. Call
01772 337628
or see
lunarcaravans.com

Plush washroom
features a
high-quality
ceramic toilet

“The new laminate work surface in the
kitchen is thumpingly thick and good looking”


